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A. MODEL OF POLARIZATION

1. Introduction

r THIS paper discusses persistent internal polariza-
.. tion (PIP) effects in photoconductive materials.

Such an electric polarization is due to an inhomogeneous
charge distribution brought about by an external elec-
tric field acting on free carriers. Subsequent trapping of
these carriers within the photoconductor gives a per-
sistence to this distribution.

From the earliest studies of the photoconductive
behavior of solid matter, the inhuence of internal space
charge distributions upon allied phenomena has been
recognized. But apparently the extremely long per-
sistence and magnitude of space charge distributions
has only recently been realized. ' For example, per-
sistences of hundreds of hours and charge densities of
10 ' to 10 ' coul/cm' confined to a 10ts layer of the
sample's total thickness are readily detected. Further-
more, one has not known very precisely the actual
distribution of the space charges within the material
which give rise to this long persistence. This paper
considers these problems in detail. Experimental
evidence is presented on the magnitude, distribution,
and discharge of PIP in relation to the structure of the
solid material and type of excitation. In addition,
models are developed incorporating the main features of
internal polarization charge distributions.

The necessity of free charges in the generation of
internal polarization, the release of PIP by subsequent
irradiation, and its close connection to photoconduc-

*At present with Labor. fQr Technische Physik, Technische
Hochschule, MQnchen, Germany.

)At present with Army Research Once, Durham, North
Carolina.

' H. Ka}lmann and B.Rosenberg, Phys. Rev. 9'7, 1596 (1955).

tivity proves that this phenomenon is quite diferent
from the well-known polarizability of dielectric media
and from ferro-electric polarization. 2 In these cases, the
electric polarization vector P is produced by an align-
ment of dipoles having molecular dimensions or the
displacement of certain sublattices. P may be parallel
to the external 6eld or, in ferroelectric materials,
dependent upon the 6eld direction in discrete domains.
In this paper the polarizing of photoconductors stems
from a true separation of positive and negative charge
carriers in the bulk of the material. Such a polarization
differs from electret eGect in waxes' where the align-
ment of polarizable molecules of the material and their
freezing-in seem to play an important role. One of the
most characteristic features of internal polarization is
the ease with which it can be released or shifted by sub-
sequent excitation of the sample with light or with any
kind of ionizing radiation in the absence of an external
field.

An important aspect of this research is the compari-
son of internal polarization effects in inorganic and
organic photoconductors. One 6nds that in such diGer-
ent substances as anthracene and ZnCdS, there are
remarkable similarities in the nature of the polariza-
tion distributions. Hence PIP is brought about by
properties which are common to quite diferent types
of materials as, for example, high resistivity layers at
the electrodes and the capability of strong trapping of
one type of charge carriers. In organic materials the
positive charges are the more mobile carriers, whereas
in inorganic materials the negative ones are more
mobile. One sees quite clearly the interchange in the

C. Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics (John Wiley
8r Sons, Inc. , New York, 1956).' P. Gutmann, Revs. Modern Phys. 20, 457 (1948).
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TAaz. K I. Formation of barrier and bulk polarization.

Excitation Nature of barriers Direction of carrier motion Type of polarization

1. Uniformly or nonuniformly absorbed

2. Uniformly absorbed

3. Maximum absorption at Rz

4. Maximum absorption at Rz

5. Maximum absorption at Rz

Rz and Rzz & R

Rz and Rzz & R.

Rz and Rzz ) Rs

Rz and Rzz & R.

Rzz small

Any direction

Any direction

Less mobile carriers towards Rz

Less mobile carriers towards Rz

Less mobile carriers towards Rz

Ba,rrier

Barrier

Bulk

Barrier

role of positive and negative carriers in PIP measure-
ments. Although ZnCdS powder phosphors and crystal-
line anthracene layers have been chosen as typical
examples for the inorganic and organic materials, PIP
is found to occur in all types of materials; that is,
powdered, semicrystalline and single crystal photocon-
ductors, both of the organic and inorganic families.
Section E presents a brief summary of polarization
effects in single crystals both of CdS and anthracene.

In order for polarization to occur at least one type of
carrier must be trapped strongly in the material,
otherwise the charges would either Inove out of the
sample after termination of the excitation or recom-
bine after removal of the external field. In all cases
investigated it is found that the carriers generally
considered to be less mobile encounter a much stronger
trapping than the mobile ones. It may be that this
apparent smaller mobility is simply due to their stronger
trapping. In any case, the different mobilities of the
carriers result in different internal charge distributions
under varying polarizing conditions. Experiments show
that two fundamentally different internal charge distri-
butions can develop, barrier amd bulk polurisaliom In.
the former, the free positive and negative carriers
accumulate near the electrodes because of high resistive
layers at the photoconductor-electrode interfaces. If
these two resistive layers are of the same magnitude,
then barrier polarization leaves the sample electrically
neutral. In bulk polarization the more mobile carriers
are at least partially removed from the sample with the
less mobile carriers remaining in a fairly uniform distri-
bution over the bulk of the sample. The phosphor now

has a net charge whose sign is that of the less mobile
carriers.

The conditions necessary for these two types of
polarization to occur can be stated in the following
terms. Barrier polarization requires resistive layers at
the electrodes, the resistances of which are higher than
the resistance of the sample for the less mobile charges.
Bulk polarization occurs when this condition is not
satisfied, and additionally, the sample is nonuniformly
excited. Table I summarizes the conditions necessary
for these two types of polarization. In Table I Ey and
Rzz are the resistivities of the two phosphor-electrode
interfaces and E, is that of the sample for the slow car-
ilel.

Internal polarization effects are described in terms of
the frozen-in charge distributions. The buildup of polari-
zation (separation of charges) occurs during external
field application while the sample is in a state of excita-
tion. This separation persists after excitation and field
removal because of trapping processes. For these
frozen-in charge distributions, static models are de-
veloped in detail. One finds that under certain condi-
tions, a strong separation of charges occurs with even
the less mobile charges accumulating in a thin layer.
Such a possibility can exist even if the charge carriers of
one sign display no mobility at all. The reason is as
follows: During the buildup of polarization, a recom-
bination of plus and minus charges occurs with a rate
which is proportional to the product e e+. During
excitation, for instance, one has Pm e+=o.I where P
determines the recombination rate and o.I is the number
of charges excited per sec per unit volume with the
exciting intensity l. Because of this recombination, one
type of carrier decreases where the other is abundant
and vice versa. As a consequence, when polarization
equilibrium is reached, a sheetlike distribution may
develop even for those carriers which have no mobility
at all.

2. Charge Layer Model of Polarization

The barrier model of polarization is described first to
facilitate the understanding of the experimental results.
There are a variety of approaches which one can use to
describe space charge phenomena in solids. Perhaps the
most well known is that in which the photoconductor
is replaced by a suitable capacitor-resistance system as
described for example by von Hippel. ' Such a system is
assumed to go from an initial state of purely series
capacitance to a final equilibrium state of pure series
resistance. Such an approach does not shed any light
on the spatial distribution and persistence of the space
charge, yet these are the important quantities which
distinguish the various types of internal polarization.
One could also describe the polarization of photocon-
ductors in terms of dielectric relaxation phenomena, but
again the actual variation in the space distribution
remains unspecified.

' A. R. von Hippel, Dielecfrics and 8'aves (John Wiley Bz Sons,
Inc. , New York, 1954),
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Ole approach u'")ed hefe 18 a macroscopic Inodel coll-
sisting of localized charge layers which may not bc
infinitesimaHy narrow; indeed t.he whole picture of bulk
polarization is built upon a charge layer of one sign
which may extend across a greater part of the sample.
The models assume that the nature of the charge distri-
bution is determined to a large extent by high resistive
layers; in the case of barrier polarization by those near
the electrodes. Under the latter conditions with many
free charges available throughout the whole sample, the
polarizing fieM wiH tend to produce charge accumula-
tions near the electrodes in rather narrow layers. The
net charge of the sample then depends solely upon the
relative strength of these resistive layers.

The model used is of a macroscopic nature. The corre-
sponding atomistic picture has been developed by B.
Jaffe. ' According to his calculations the layer thick-
nesses are much smaller than those derived from the
experiments, particularly for such high field strength
as used in PIP work. This is probably due to the grainy
structure of the surfaces employed; only with very good
single crystal, the layers may approach the thickness
predicted by the atomistic picture.

The photoconductor is considered to be a plane, paral-
lel slab of material having thickness dp sandwiched be-
tween two electrodes as shown in Fig. 1. Assume that
the polarization distribution consists of two charge
layers, —Q (taking the sign out of the charge) and Q+
situated at distances di and d3 from the positive and
negative electrodes respectively. Then at equilibrium
of the charge separation (i.e., when no further separa-
tion of charges due to the external field occurs) one has

FIG. 1. The 2-layer
model of barrier polari-
zation. 8' 6eld quanti-
ties refer to the internal
6elds persisting upon
the removal of L'p.
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trodes are grounded, relation (1) becomes

0= QE.'d. (a=1, 2, 3),

where primes will always refer to field strengths due to
the polarization charges in the absence of Ep, as shown
in Fig. 1. It is assumed that Q and Q+ are not signifi-
cantly altered from their initial position and magnitude
when the external excitation and thereafter Ep are re-
moved. This is true in those cases where a considerable
number of deep-lying trap levels exist so that the num-
ber of free charges in the conductivity and valence
bands is much smaller than the total number of sepa-
rated charges present during excitation.

The densities of the image charges o+ and o= which
are induced at the grounded electrodes by virtue of the
frozen-in charges, Q and Q+, are given by the well-
known relations

Vo= QE.d. (a=1, 2, 3)
~'=Q L(do+do)/do) —Q'(do/do) (6)

~ =Q (di/do) —Q'L(di+do)/doj (7)

divD =divkE =Q, (2)

E,= (1—y) Eo= (1—y) Vo/do, (3)

with y an attenuation factor. y= 1 means that the back
field developed between Q and Q+ exactly cancels the
applied Geld Ep. If such a state would be reached, no
further increase of polarization can occur because the
transport of charges across the region d~ has ceased
and no dc current would Aow through the sample. By
using (1)—(3), one obtains

Q d, +Q+d =u~Vo.

When the external voltage is removed and the elec-

' B. M. JaRe, Ph.D. thesis submitted to New York University.

where t/'p ls the applied polarizing voltage and the
surface divergence in (2) must be applied across both
line charges. It,' is the static dielectric constant of the
photoconductive material. For complete generality E2
is expressed as

The o's here are the image charges on the sample in the
absence of the external field. If Q

—=Q+=Qo, then (6)
and (7) reduce to

Go+=Qo(do/do) = —Go .

The o's are related to the polarizing voltage Vp if it is
assumed that the only effect of the removal of Ep is the
reduction of all field strengths by the amount Ep.
Thus E,'=E, Eo. The assump—tion that the Q's are
not considerably changed by the removal of Ep is borne
out by experiments which measure the internal fields
after polarizing; these experiments show that E2' is
of the order of Eo. Thus Eq. (4) is valid with Vo=p.

The deviation of charge neutrality is measured by
the factor e, defined by

Q =Qo, 0+= Qo(1 —G),

from which one obtains

~+=

(&cavo/do)

I (do+Gdo) /Ldi+ (1—G) do] I;
G = —(&VVG/do) ILdo —o(di+do) j/I di+(1 —G)do) 3.

(9)
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Pro. 2. The electrometer measuring circuit. The standard
condensors C1 to C4 must be of low leakage construction. By
making the standard condensors large in value compared to the
quenched capacity of the sample, negligible back-fields are de-
veloped across the sample during the discharge of polarization.

Here the image charges are given in terms of the two
parameters p and e if the positions of the charge layers
are 6xed. For a neutral sa,mple (p=0), one obtains

«'= (&v UoILd2/do)/(d1+dp) j, (9a)

which is the most useful expression in the discussion of
barrier polarization.

In Sec. D, relations (6), (7), and (9) are con.sidered
in more detail. For example, if the polarization consists
of only one negative layer(p= 1), (9a) gives the correct
o+ with d2=0 and o. = kyUp/dp. For Q =0 the formulas
are just reversed. The formulas (9) are quite general as
long as the charge layers are thin. When this is not the
case, the d~ and d3 positions are taken as suitable average
positions of the charges.

When the polarization distribution consists of two
charge layers there is no ambiguity as to the field as-
sociated with the y factor; this is always the field be-
tween the polarization charges. When only one charge
layer is present however, it must be remembered that
p always refers to that. region of the sample in which the
internal field is attenuated to a value yE~'o while t/'o is
applied.

If one uses formula (9a) for a polarized sample, one
may ask why charges accumulate near the electrodes
when the whole sample is known to display a photo-
conductive current under dc voltage. Such charge
layers can, of course, only develop when layers of higher
resistivity than that of the bulk material exist at the
electrodes. These resistive layers reduce the photocur-
rent considerably but do not make it zero. At the same
time they produce charge accumulations which can be
determined solely by considering the resistances across
the layers d~, d2, and d&. This approach to the polariza-
tion problem must lead to formula (9) or (9a). For
simplicity let the conductivity of the d& and d3 regions of
Fig. 1 be a&, and that of the d& region ~2, with K]g(&2.

This assumption automatically introduces neutrality
of the sample. With an external voltage t/'o applied, a
current Rows through the sample which is the same in

each layer at equilibnum. For y==- j this current ~outed
be very smaH,

zequi &I~1 K2X 2= KIL i

The diGerence between the internal fields implies that
charges are accumulated at the interfaces. O.o is now
readily determined to be

&Up 1—K1/K2 d2
&o= (11)

d, (.,/. ,) [d2/(d1+dp) 3+1 d,+d, '

again assuming that the Q's are unaffected by t.he
removal of Ep. Equation (11) is identical with (9a,)
when y is given by

1 K1/K27=
(Kl/K2) [d2/(dl+dp) ]+1

which approaches unity with K1(d1+dp)((K2/d2. This
means that the resistances of the d~ plus d3 layer must
be large compared to that of the d2 layer, to cancel
the external field in the interior of the sample. Vilith the
conductivities in the d~ and d3 regions diferent, one
can also describe the case of a nonneutral sample.

B. MEASURING METHODS

1. Observable Quantities

The above discussion shows that the polarization
distribution is strongly inQuenced by conductivity
changes in the sample. For this reason precise measure-
ments of the charge distributions cannot be made using
split samples' since the transition layer introduces a
new region of high resistivity. This in itself brings about
a charge distribution different from that of a uniform
sample, as was found by comparing split samples with
uniform ones. For the same reason probes are also un-
satisfactory. One must resort, therefore, to radiation
discharge methods which alter the original internal
charge distribution and thus bring about a change of
the image charges fr+ and 0=. From these changes in ~
conclusions can be drawn upon the original charge
distribution.

One can also obtain information on the nature of the
polarization distribution by examining the nature of
the buildup of polarization under diferent types of
excitation.

2. The Electrometer Circuit

Polarization is measured by collecting freed image
charges across a standard condenser C~ which is
incorporated into the electrometer circuit shown in Fig.
2. One can determine either the total charge accumula-
tion 0. , across C~ for the complete depolarization of
the sample, or the rate of charge accumulation do/d),
the latter yielding the direction and magnitude of
induced depolarizing currents.
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3. Lifting Electrode Method

The total polarization in the sample can be deter-
mined by the lifting electrode method similar to that
used in electret work. ' For this, a movable electrode
replaces one or both of the contacts on the photo-
conductor so that when the electrode is lifted the initi-
ally bound image charge appears across Cz. Suitable
corrections must be made to compensate for the change
in sample-electrode contact under successive liftings. '

I'zG. 3. The three &

methods of measur- w

ing the dark decay ~
of polarization.

OKCAY tiNE

RELEASE

4. Dark and Radiation Release Methods

Any change in the internal distribution of polariza-
tion charges will produce a change in the image charges
0- Connecting the polarized sample to Cz and noting
the accumulation of charges on this standard condenser
(C&))C,), yields some information about the total
change of the internal charge distribution. Such changes
can occur either by dark decay or radiation release.

A polarized sample decays in the absence of external
radiation through the thermal release of trapped polari-
zation charges. For a polarized sample having charge
layers near the electrodes as shown in Fig. 1, one would
expect that upon removal of the polarizing excitation
and field the thermally released polarization charges
would show a tendency either to recombine directly
across d2 or move out of the sample across d~ and d3. If
one assumes that the number of charges moving in one
or the other direction is solely determined by the pre-
valent internal electric fields and that the resistivities
are the same in the d~, d2 and d~ regions, the dark decay
of the polarization will not produce any charge accumu-
lation on Cz since its change with time equals the sum
of the currents in all three regions. With equal resis-
tivity in these regions, this sum will be proportional to
the total voltage which is zero, according to Eq. (5).
If the resistivity of the layers were not diferent,
polarization could not have developed in the first place.
In addition, if polarization had been developed because
of diferent resistivities, no depolarization discharge
would be measured if these resistivities are made equal
during the discharge.

Since it is found that considerable charges do ac-
cumulate on Cz during the decay, there must be diGer-
ences in resistivity for the various regions. Furthermore,
one must conclude that the charge accumulation on Cz
is predominantly due to thermally released charges
moving in the d2 region since the dark decay discharge
current is always of oPPosite direclioe to the chargirsg
clrreet. There are, of course, currents in d~ and ds but
these are smaller than the current in d2, because of the
higher resistivities of d~ and d3.

The dark decay of polarization is observed in three
ways, as indicated in Fig. 3, depending upon the inter-
val which has elapsed since the removal of the polarizing
field and excitation. For very short intervals, one meas-

' J. R. Freeman, "Internal polarization in inorganic ZnCdS
phosphors, "Ph, D. thesis, New York University (1959),

ures the rate of dark decay directly; for longer intervals,
the total charge accumulation on Cz is measured in a
definitive time interval. Eventually as the dark decay
is prolonged to very long intervals, one must perform
a total release of polarization by radiation to determine
the amount of polarization left in the sample.

It is common practice in photoconductive measure-
ments to remove space charges by irradiation with
infrared wavelengths, as such radiation releases trapped
charges. A much more effective method is to irradiate
the sample with wavelengths that amply produce free
charges in the bulk; these charges move under the
influence of the internal fieMs to neutralize the-. .space
charge accumulations. Again, with uniformly absorbed
radiation, the discharge current is found to be opposite
in direction to the polarizing current because of the high
resistivities of the d& and d3 layers.

When nonuniformly absorbed radiation (i.e., narrow
band excitation) is used in the release of polarization,
the situation can be quite diferent. One may produce
the majority of the free charges either in d& or d3. This is
found to be true in bulk polarization. The consequence
of such irradiation is that the release current i~ or i3
can be made to exceed i2 in magnitude so that the net
current will be ie the same direction as lhe polarizing
curreet during a portion of the release.

The basic importances of the radiation release method
are that one measures not only the magnitude of polari-
zation (by driving free charges across ds) but that one
can also obtain a detailed examination of the internal
charge distribution by generating release currents in
discrete regions of the sample. For example, in the case
of a neutral sample with charge layers Qs at d, and ds,
and with the resistance of these layers very large, the
charge accumulated at the condenser after complete
release by uniform irradiation is Qsds/ds. If the complete
release would be performed by irradiating only the
layers dr and ds (by excitation on both sides of the
sample), the charge release into the condenser would
be Qs[(dz+ds)/ds] which is a charge not only of oppo-
site sign but much smaller than that obtained under
uniform excitation. In both cases the neutral sample is
completely depolarized.

The following notation is used throughout this paper:
I'+ refers to a polarizing of the sample with radiation
incident upon the positive face. 8+ is a release with
radiation at this same electrode after removal of the
external Geld, In all notations, P+, I, R+, and Z, the
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TABLE II. Magnitude of barrier polarization.

Sample
No. Material

Sample
thickness

Pol.
voltage U0 Radiation

Pol. time
(min. )

Max
charge

(coul jcm')

80—3

ZnCdS

I'used anthracene

Single CdS crystal

150@

80@

250@

200

80

200

Visible

Near uv

Infrared 1p,

1.5X10 s

1.7X10 s

2.5X10 '

positive or negative sign refers to the original polarity
of the sample during polarizing.

S. Internal Field Measurements

If a counterfield E, ~ is applied across a polarized
sample, ' one can attenuate either the E~' and E3'
fields or the E~' field depending upon the direction of
E, ~. This forms the basis of internal field measurements.

To perform such a measurement the sample is irradi-
ated with light Rashes of small intensity and of several
milliseconds duration so that each Rash produces only
a small number of free charges. During the Rashes
E & is applied and adjusted until the discharge current
drops to zero. E, ~ then measures the field strength in
the region where the free charges are being produced.
Kith a sufficiently large E, &, it is possible to swing the
discharge in the opposite direction to that normally
associated with the internal field.

Kith this method. one can probe the magnitudes of
the internal fields. An examination of E~' or E3' re-
quires radiation which is strongly absorbed in these
regions so tha, t i2 is kept small. Conversely, the ex-
amination of E2' requires more uniformly absorbed
radiation, although there will always be some competi-
tion from the i~ and i3 currents. Field measurements of
E2' are most useful when only one charge layer is
present in the sample, i.e., d~ or d3 approaches zero.

C. BARRIER POLARIZATION

1. General Remarks

Barrier polarization is produced when surface re-
sistive layers interfere strongly with charge transport
through the sample. There will be no significant de-

parture from charge neutrality during polarizing when
these barriers are roughly equal. Furthermore, it is not
necessary that the sample be uniformly excited during
polarizing. Even with nonuniformly absorbed radiation,
barrier polarization will eventually result although the
buildup rate may be much slower (i.e. , when the less
mobile charges are driven into the unexcited portion of
the sample) .

These remarks are based upon two fundamental
observa, tions that show clearly the nature of barrier
polarization. Kith such polariza, tion a discharge is

' M. Silver, "Persistent internal polarization in anthracene, "
Ph. n. thesis, New York University (1959).

never observed in the dq or d3 region (see Fig. 1) under
any depolarizing condition. Secondly, experiments with
samples of various thicknesses show that 0. , depends
only upon Uo, the polarizing voltage, and not Eo. These
results can only be interpreted in terms of thin charge
layer accumulations. Such a definite prediction cannot
be made about charge neutrality, but the model de-
veloped here is equally valid for barrier polarizations
having only one charge layer.

2. Magnitude of Barrier Polarization

The magnitude of barrier polarization has been meas-
ured in various types of samples under. different polariz-
ing conditions. The time of external field application is
made sufficiently long in each instance so that the
polarization distribution reaches a steady value. Typical
results are given in Table II.

The densities of polarization charges are of the same
order in vastly different samples and the number of
charges involved is rather large, since densities of 10 '
coul/cm' correspond to 10"charge carriers. The actual
number of polarization charges in the photoconductor is

slightly greater than this by the ratio do/d2 according
to the relationship Oo ——(d2/do)Q.

The near equality of barrier polarization densities in
quite different samples suggests that surface conditions
control the charge separation. Direct support of this
argument is seen in the following experiment. Four
ZnCdS samples differing in thickness by a factor of 4
were polarized with the same Vo and visible light excita-
tion until the distribution of polarization reached a
steady value. 0 „was measured in each case. The re-
sults are given in Table III.8 Here the polarization is
essentially independent of do and roughly equal in all
samples.

Two possible types of charge separa, tion can be visual-
ized in powdered or semicrystalline samples. Either
there is a polarization of single grains or across the whole
sa,mple. In the former, the separated charges are
restricted to individual grains whereas in the latter, the
charges move across many grains and presumably be-
come localized near surface barriers. The derivation of
o-0 for grain polariza, tion with 2 layers per grain can be
carried out exactly as in Sec. A. For a neutral sample

s H. Kal)mann and J. R. Freeman, Phys. Rev. 109, 1506)
(1958).
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TABLE III. Polarization as function of d0.

ZnCdS

Sample

F-105

F-106

F-102

F-103

V0=200 V, visible excitation

dp (mm) max charge (coul/cmp)

0.16

0.31

0.49

0.65

1.37X10—s

1.15X10 s

1.18X10
—s

1.20X10 s

This relation states that the magnitude of barrier
polarization depends only upon the polarizing voltage
and the effectiveness of high resistivity layers at the
sample's surfaces which determine, according to (12),
the value of y.

This proportionality between polarization and applied
voltage was experimentally verified up to about 300 v.
Above such voltages a breakdown of the sample often
occurs. But by adding large amounts of a binder of
higher dielectric constant to the ZnCdS material it was
possible to increase the magnitude of polarization con-
siderably. Polarizations of 16X10 ' coul/cm' were ob-
tained with a 500-v polarizing in waxed samples.

3. Internal Field Strengths; y Factor

The parameter p not only determines the amount of
polarization obtainable with Ep applied, but also the
speed of release in a subsequent discharge since the
depolarization rate depends upon the internal field E.'
given by —pEp.

One can gain at least qualitative information on the
magnitude of p by comparing the buildup and release
rates of polarization under the same intensity of optical
excitation. If this excitation is so strong that there are
many free carriers being produced in d2, the rate of

having a thickness of e grains the result is

op
—(&QVp/+dp(p)) .dp(p)/dz(p)+dp(p) (13)

where the superscript d«& refers to individual grain
quantities. According to (13), for constant Vp the
total polarization should vary as tsdp«~ the total sample
thickness. Since such a dependence is not found by
experiment, one must conclude that grain type polariza-
tion is not prevalent. This result further supports the
assumption that the thicknesses d~ and d3 do not de-
pend upon the thickness of the sample but are deter-
mined by the surface barriers alone. Physically one
would expect that (d~+dp) increases with dp as a con-
sequence of weaker polarizing fields, so that 0-p would
vary even more strongly than 1/dp which is certainly
not observed. In other words, the separation of charges
cannot be field limited. One must conclude that d2=dp
and (9a) can be written approximately as

o p= kg Vp/(dr+ dp) .
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polarization buildup and release depends essentially
upon the field strengths E2 and E2' acting upon these
carriers. Assuming that the currents in d~ and d3 are
negligible, E~ has the initial value Ep and is attenuated
in time as the polarization layers develop. Similarly,
E~' starts off with the value —yEp and decays in time as
the polarization layers are depleted. By finding that
external field Ep which produces the same rate of
polarization buildup as the discharge of the same
polarization, using equivalent excitation, one can
determine qualitatively the initial strength of E2 and
hence p. This approach is entirely independent of the
actual details of polarization production or destruction.

Figure 4 compares the observed buildup of polariza-
tion (Curve A) with the release of the same polariza-
tion (Curve 8). The sample is a ZnCdS powder polar-
ized with visible light and a 200-v field. The release
curve is the recorded accumulation of freed image charge

O

O

~ (+)

o
Cr)

O
g (-)

do

O

(+)

0
W
& (-)

4J

E'

do

Fic. 5. The distribution of charges and the internal fields in
barrier polarization upon the removal of I'0. The negative value
of 8"(x) corresponds to the d~ region of the sample.

BUILDUP 4 RELEASE TIME (SEC)

FIG. 4. The buildup and release of polarization in a ZncdS
sample. The release is given in terms of freed charge accumulation
on the standard condensor CI,. For the buildup of polarization, a
200-v 6eld with visible excitation was used. The same excitation
was employed during the release.
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TABLE IV. Rate of rise of polarization in anthracene.

Radiation

Initial rate of rise,
excitation at positive surface

(coul/sec) per (w/cm')

Initial rate of rise,
excitation at negative surface

(coul/sec) per (w/cm2)

No excitation (dark polarized)

IR (0.8-2.0&}

Visible (0.48—0.7p)

Anthracene Quorescent light (X=0.42@)

Uv (X=0.365&}

10—12

6X10 "
2X10 '

1.4X10 '
1.5X10 '

10—12

6X10 "
2X10 '

1.4X10 '
4X10 '

on C~. The almost uniform displacement of A below B
can be accounted for by the spontaneous decay which

occurs in the 1 or 2 sec required to remove the external
polarizing field a,nd make a measurement. |A'hen one
takes this into account, Fig. 4 shows that the internal
polarization field E&'2 is approximately equal in magni-
tude to the external field Eo which produces this pola, r-
ization. Hence y=1. Beyond this result the curves show
that the release of barrier polarization is a very similar
process to its buildup. Similar conclusions have been
drawn from ac impedance measurements of similar

samples under excitation. '
Another way to determine y is through field measure-

ments described in Sec. B. Experiments performed in
this way with anthracene samples showed that the dis-

charge current in the d2 region is blocked by an external
field which is about 75% of the magnitude of the original
polarizing field. One concludes, therefore, that in an-
thracene samples y is also of the order of 1.

According to Eq. (12), one expects that if (dr+23) is
sensibly constant, then p must decrease with increasing
thickness if it is not already close to 1. This would give
0. , an even stronger do dependence. Since this is not
found by experiment, one must again assume that p= 1.
These results concerning the magnitude of y support
the basic assumption that the polarization in the interior
of the sample is not essentially altered upon removal of
the excitation and the polarizing field.

The charge and field distributions for barrier polariza-
tion are given in Fig. 5. E~' and E3' have the same values
as required for a neutral sample.

Relation (14) permits a calculation of the quantity
(di+d3) since all other quantities are measurable. When
such calculations are made assuming two symmetrically
placed charge layers, it is found that for anthracene
the separation distance from each electrode is of the
order of 8p, , whereas in ZnCdS samples, dq or d3 ha, s a
value of 15p,. Over these distances, at most, approxi-
mately 10" charge carriers are distributed. Hence the
charge density near the electrodes is about 2&10"
electrons/cm'. The difference in dr for anthracene and.

ZnCdS, even though 0, is approximately equal in

))0th cases„has its ol"lgln ln the dlAerent vlLlne of the

"II.K;1.111nan1&, 8. granfer, and P. Mark, Phys. Rev. 109, 721
(1958).

dielectric constant for these two materials. For anthra-
cene, I(. is taken as approximately 2, while for ZnCdS
this quantity has a value of roughly 5. These are experi-
mentally determined values from the ac capa, city and
sa,mple thickness do. In this way the eGect of binder and
included air in the sample are properly accounted for.

For the ZnCdS materia, ls, the di determined here is of
the order of the grain size of the powder, so that the
polarization charges are actually concentrated in a
monogranula, r la,yer a,t the surface of the photoconduc-
tor.

4. The Buildup of I'olaxization: Anthracene

The initial rates of polarization buildup for various
exciting wavelengths and polarity of the external
6eld are given in Table IV.

The fluorescent light in anthracene is only weakly
reabsorbed whereas radiations less than 4000 A are very
strongly absorbed in a layer less than 1p in thickness. "
The region of strong excitation may, however, be ex-
tended to 2 or 3p because of exciton diffusion and. the
reabsorption of some of the fluorescent radiation in the
region of the absorption edge. The most striking results
of Table IV are the marked differences in the initial
rate of the rise of polarization through the positive and
negative electrode for radiations less than 4000 A. For
radiations greater than 4000 A, where absorption is
more uniform, no such diGerences are observed. This
difference in buildup rate is directly connected with the
different trapping and apparent mobilities of the charge
carriers, the positive carriers having the higher mobility
and are not readily trapped. According to photocon-
ductive measurements, the difference between positive
a,nd negative currents can be as great a,s 50 to 1 u, 12

When the anthracene sample is polarized P+ so that
the more mobile charges are drawn across the anthra-
cene sample by the external field, the strong current of
positive charge carriers produces a rapid charge separa-
tion. This is called a fast polarizing in which the negative
charges form a layer directly at the illuminated positive
electrode. For the P polarizing situation, the less

"&V. Feidel and M. Orchin, Ultr~uio1et Spectru of Aro7rIntic
C'owpozsnds, (Johl1 Wiley k Sons, Inc. , New Vork, 1951).

A. Cr. Chynoweth and %. G. Schneider, J. Chem. Phys. 22,
1021 (1954).

"H. Kallmann and M. Pope, Nature 185, 153 (1960).
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mobile negative charges must move through the sample,
resulting ln a Slow POIQFcs L'sg'

Similarly, one can speak of a fast (E. ') and slow
(E+) discharge of polarization in anthracene, and it is
clear that if a sample is fast polarized, then a release
with radiation through the same electrode will be slow
and vice versa.

0.050-
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6. Dependence of Polarization Buildup on
Polarizing Light Intensity

According to the model developed for barrier polariza-
tion, o. , for a given Vp should be independent of the
polarizing light intensity. This is because 0. , is essen-
tially determined by p and (d&+d3), both of which
quantities are sensibly independent of the light intens-
ity. Only the rate at which the charge separation
occurs should depend upon this intensity.

This is found to be true experimentally. Not only are

o I6

I.2

O

o 08Z

O 0.4
Q.

I ~ I ~ I I I I

IO

DARK DECAY TIME (MIN)

IOOO

Fro. 6. Dark decay curves of barrier polarization in ZnCdS.
In all cases, visible excitation is used during the polarizing. All
measurements are made by the radiation release method so that
the sample must be repolarized after each measurement.

S. Buildup of Polarization: ZnCdS Phosphors

For ZnCdS powders, the rise curves are very similar
in shape to anthracene, but the difference between fast
and slow polarizing is not as pronounced. Even with
ultraviolet radiation, which is strongly absorbed in this
material, this difference is rather small because the
Quorescent radiation is strongly reabsorbed throughout
the entire sample. Hence the production of free charges
cannot be so readily restricted to a narrow region of the
sample as in anthracene. One finds, however, that in
ZnCdS phosphors a P polarizing is faster than I'+,
in agreement with the negative charge carriers being
more mobile.

The rate of polarization buildup can be used as a very
sensitive measure of charge mobility for the more
mobile carrier, and lifetime for the less mobile carrier in
a photoconductor. For example, starting with a quenched
sample, one can use "Gash" excitation and measure by
observing the width and decay of the current pulse, the
time required for the free charge to travel across the
sample' or be trapped.

O, I 0.2 0.8
8

04 05 0.6

the ultimate equilibrium values of polarization the same,
but when the buildup curves are normalized, the general
shape of the curves is the same. Similar results have
been obtained with anthracene samples. These results
point out the fact that for barrier type polarization, the
main process is the reduction of the E2 field to a near
zero value while the external field is applied.

7. Dark Decay of Polarization

The dark decay of polarization is brought about by
thermal release of trapped charges. Not only do the
polarization charges Q+ and Q decay in time, but free
charges are also created in the d2 region. All of these
freed charges move in a direction so as to diminish
the existing polarization.

Dark decay curves are shown in Fig. 6 for ZnCdS,
where each point on the curves is obtained by a radia-
tion release of the polarized sample. Since the thermal
release and the displacement of free charges by an
external field are much slower processes in anthracene
than in Z~CdS, one would expect that the dark decay
of polarization in the organic material is much slower
than in ZnCdS. This is borne out by experiment.

A detailed analysis of the dark decay of the ZnCdS
phosphors has been made. The dark decay can be well
described by

do/dh = —Coop/(I+u),

whose integrated form is

o. (I) =opI1+Cp 1nL(I0+n) /(I+a) jI. (16)

Here, Cp is a constant of the material and 0-p is the polar-
ization at time t= tp, the time scale referring to the dark
period following the removal of Ep.

Cp is found to be essentially constant for samples of
comparable thickness even under widely diGering
excitation intensities and polarizing voltages. This
constancy in Cp for difI'erent polarizing intensities and
Vp points out that the same type of charge distribution
has been produced under these various conditions.

Experiments do show, however, that thicker samples
decay more slowly, so that the value of Cp decreases
with thickness as shown in Fig. 7. %hereas the amount

THICKNESS (MM)

FIG, 7. 'I'he variation in the dark decay constant Co with sample
thickness for ZnCdS samples.
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FIG. 8. A comparison of the decay of dark polarizability and
dark decay in a ZncdS sample. For dark polarizability the time
scale refers to the elapsed time between field-free excitation and
field application.

of polarization is almost independent of sample thick-
ness for a given polarizing voltage, the decay rate is
not. Polarization buildup approaches its equilibrium
value as the internal field E2 reaches a near zero value,
with Eo applied. The decay, however, is determined by
the strength of the internal field E~'= —yEO and this
field will be decreased with increasing do. Thus thicker
samples have a slower decay.

8. Dark Decay and Dark Polarizability: ZnCds

The ZnCdS powders behave quite differently from
anthracene in one important respect. The application
of an external field alone can produce considerable
polarization in ZnCdS materials depending on the pre-
excitation of the sample. This will always be possible
when residual charges remain in excited states for any
length of time after removal of the exciting radiation.
In anthracene, the number of free charges drops rapidly
to a near zero value whereas in the ZnCdS materials
they are observed for extremely long periods of time,
as evidenced by conductivity measurements.

The ability to produce a polarization by field alone is
termed dark polarizability. Figure 8 shows that the
ZnCdS material has a pronounced dark polarizability.
Here, the time scale for dark polarizability refers to
the period between initial, field-free excitation, and
subsequent field application. For this same time scale,
the normal dark decay of a light-induced polarizing is
also plotted. The decay of dark polarizability is much
slower than the dark decay of normal barrier-type
polarization.

These results may seem surprising at first glance,
since both processes involve a decrease in the number of
excited charges in the sample. Dark decay of polariza-
tion is determined by the number of charges freed per
unit time from traps and displaced by the internal
field. Dark polarizability depends upon the number of
free charges available per unit time which again can
only come from the release of trapped electrons. Thus
one would expect that both processes have the same

source of frcc charges. Furthermore, siiice y= 1 for
baiiiei" type polarizat. ion, th. e same magnitude of the
field strength prevails in both systems. Nevertheless
there is a large difference in the decay rates for these
two processes which can be understood as follows.

During the decay of dark polarizability, the sample is
field free, whereas the internal field E~' persists through-
out the dark decay of polarization. It is known from
ac conductivity measurements with a superimposed
dc field that the application of a dc field diminishes the
trap occupation (i.e., dc quenching). "Further, during
the dark decay of polarization, one actually measures
the decay of a certain nonhomogeneous charge distribu-
tion. Each charge which is released from a trap into the
conduction band is displaced by the polarization field
and this contributes to the decrease of polarization.
Recombination of an electron with a positive charge
is not necessary for such a decrease. In the case of dark
polarizability, the situation is quite different since no
field is present during the decay period. Thus only a
recombination of an electron with a positive charge
would bring about such a decrease. But an electron
released from a trap into the conduction band normally
is trapped again, rarely contributing to the de-excita-
tion of the sample. Therefore the dark polarizability is
diminished only very slightly in time since it is deter-
mined by the degree of excitation decay of the sample.
The very pronounced difference between the dark decay
of polarization and that of dark polarizability is an
independent proof that strong retrapping must occur
in these phosphors.

9. Radiation Release of Polarization

Any radiation which produces free charges in the
photoconductor also discharges polarization.

For anthracene Fig. 9a shows the R+ and R releases
of I'+ polarization and their corresponding internal
field strengths measured by the voltage required to stop
the discharge. The marked difference in the R+ and R
release rates for anthracene are completely analogous to
the fast and slow polarizings previously discussed. An
important point here is that o-, reaches the same ulti-
mate value whether the sample be released R+ or E.
Indeed, partial releases can be made, first R+, then
R, etc. , and one finds that the release current is always
in the same direction and that o.„„has the same ulti-
mate value as for a unidirectional release. Such experi-
ments prove conclusively that the samples are dis-
charged predominantly in the d2 region. In barrier
polarization it is impossible to produce a discharge
current in d~ or d3 that exceeds that in d2. These results
support the concept of a barrier polarization in which
the polarization charges are accumulated near the
electrodes. Figure 9b shows release curves for releasing
radiation of different wavelengths. The marked differ-
ence between R+ and R only occurs with a radiation

"H. Kallmann and P. Mark, Phys. Rev. 105, 1445 (1957}.
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Fro. 10. The distribution of
charges and the internal fields
in bulk polarization for a
ZnCdS phosphor. The in-
equality of E'(x) and E(x)
at the electrodes signi6es that
the polarized sample is non-
neutral.

that the turning oG of the dc Geld, reduces the conduc-
tivity because electrons are swept out of relatively
shallow traps. This e8ect may be responsible for the
slow decrease in e.

D. BULK POLARIZATION

1. Introduction

When the resistance layers at the electrodes of the
sample are not equal in magnitude, and when the dens-

ity of the more mobile carriers during polarizing is
greatest at the barrier of least resistance, then a dis-
charge current can be produced subsequently which

initially predominates in d~ or d3 rather than d2. Such a
current gives a reverse release or reverse discharge
because the carriers move in a direction reverse to that
of a normal discharge in the d2 region. It can only occur

11. General Remarks on Barrier Polarization

Sections C1—C10. have presented the main features of
barrier polarization in terms of a two-layer model. Al-
though the formation of barrier polarization is closely
connected to the resistivity of barrier layers at the
electrodes (see Table I), these resistances have not been
explicitly discussed. Samples of powdered material
usually have these barriers introduced during the pre-
paration and barrier polarization always develops except
for the inhomogeneous excitation conditions of Case 3
in Table I. It is shown in the next section that even for
this type of excitation, barrier polarization develops
eventually when the resistance of the barrier is very
large.

The main argument that this polarization can be
described as barrier polarization lies in the observation
that discharge currents occur predominantly in the d2

region, that the field strengths in these regions are of
the same order of magnitude as in the external GeM

strength, and that the thickness dependence of polariza-
tion is related to Vo and not Eo.

if the point where E' is zero is not directly adjacent to
the electrode as in the case of barrier polarization. This
means that d~ or d3 is so extended that the charge motion
can be made to predominate in one of these regions.
Because of the extension of such a charge distribution,
it is suitably described as bulk potarisatiou

Table I, Item 3, has given the general polarizing con-
ditions which must exist to produce this bulk polariza-
tion. These are discussed in detail in the following
sections.

2. General Description

When the resistance of the sample is comparable to
the barrier resistances, bulk polarization is possible.
The basic diGerence between this and barrier polariza-
tion is that the point where 8' becomes zero can now be
a function of the sample excitation and external Geld

polarity.
If the sample is excited only close to one of the elec-

trodes and if the less mobile carriers are drawn into the
sample, its bulk acts as a large resistance for these
carriers; then the carriers are trapped in the bulk
of the sample. This is especially so if their reduced mo-

bility is due to frequent trapping. If besides this high
resistance of the bulk, large resistive barriers at the
electrodes exist, bulk polarization will develop at the
beginning of polarizing, but the polarization will go
over into barrier polarization eventually, when enough
less mobile carriers accumulate at the electrode barrier.
How much bulk polarization is observed depends upon
the ratio of the resistance of the bulk to that of the
barrier (see Fig. 10).

The general model of bulk polarization is given in
Fig. 10. In this Ggure, for which the negative carriers
are assumed to have the highest mobility, positive
charges are distributed over the whole bulk of the
sample, Z' goes through zero somewhere in the middle,
and reverse release is possible in the d3 region provided
the releasing radiation is restricted to this depth. Figure
10 shows that E~' is no longer equal to E~' as a conse-

quence of the nonneutrality of the sample. This non-

neutrality arises from resistivity differences throughout
the sample. The charges of higher mobility will also

give rise to a charge accumulation directly at the
surface of maximum excitation, the magnitude of
which depends on the ease with which these charges
can move out of the sample. The sample becomes
charged with the sign of the less mobile carriers if the
barrier at the left is smaller than the total resistance of
the sample including the barrier at the right. If the
more mobile charges would not move out of the sample
at all, no dc current would Row at the equilibrium of
po].arization buildup.

Bulk polarization can also occur when the more
mobile carriers are driven into the unexcited portion of
the sample (Case 5 of Table I) . This only happens when

the resistance layers at the electrode are small for the
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mobile carl. lcrs. At t.'hc moment of excitation. removal,
the supply of mobile carriers from. the illuminated
electrode ceases and the mobile carriers are partially
removed from the sample. Consequently an excess of
less mobile charges remains iq. a trapped distribution
over the bulk of the sample.

The following description of bulk polarization is an
extension of the two-layer model developed previously.
Let the number of positive charges trapped in an ele-
mental strip dx at x, be given by p(x) dx and the number
of negative charges be given by n(x) dx Wi.th

I.O-

5
C

-25

I

.50
RElEASE TIME (sec)d0

L~'(x) dx=0,
Fn. 11.The slow discharge of slow polarization in anthracene

and the simultaneous decay of the internal fields.
the field E'(x) at any point x due to this distribution is
given by

E'(x) =E„'(x)+E.'(x),
From (27) one has for the strength of the field at the

(26) electrodes due to the positive charge distribution,

and

"o x "'P(x)
E,'(x) = —P(x) Cx — dx,

o kdo k

d0 X "on(x)
E„'(x)= — m(x) dx+ —dx.

p kdp k

Equations (27) and (28) can be rewritten as

(27)
E,'(0) =M+/kdo Q+/k;— E '(dp) =M+/kdo, (34)

(2g)

where Q+ is the total trapped positive polarization
charge. Since the positive charges migrate towards the
negative electrode in Fig. 10 (i.e., the point where
x+= dp) the field at x= 0, upon removal of the polarizing
field may be described. by —&VO/do, and (27) now be-
comes

M+ &op(x)
E„'(x)= — dx,

kdp k

M ~ne(x)E.'(x) = — + dx,
kdp x k

(29)

(30)
or

yVo Q+ *'P(x)
E„'(x)= — +— dx,

dp k gf k

—yVp *p(x)
dp p k

(33)

(36)

where M+ and M are the electrical moments of the
respective charge distributions. The total field at any
point x is simply

The value of x which makes Eq. (36) equal to zero, that
is x such that

E, ( ) + ( )d P(*)d
( I)kdp, k k

'P(x')~, vVo

p k dp' (37)

E„,'= [—e(x—
) /kj[x /dojdx —; (x&x-). (33)

That is, the field due to the negative charges is constant
but has a discontinuity at the point x .

Equation 31 is completely general; however, the func-
tional forms of p(x) and m(x) are as yet unspecified.
A determination of these charge distributions from
which one can obtain information on the mechanisms
for carrier generation and transport is one of the goals of
the study of PIP effects. Some progress along these
lines already has been made.

It is instructive to examine the charge distribution
of Fig. 10 in terms of this discussion. Assume that the
positive charges are given by p(x) for every x, while
the negative charges are restricted to one strip dx
at x which is small compared to dp. For these negative
charges, one can write, as in the two-layer model,

L.,'= [e(x-)/k][(do —x-) /dojdx-; (x(x—
) (32)

essentially determines the effectiveness of a reverse
discharge. For x«do, reversal eGects are large. Equation
(33) shows that a negative charge layer close to x=0
does not contribute to the field at the reversal point
to any large extent. This is because the factor x in
Eq. (33), if x close to zero, will make E„'2——0 regard-
less of the magnitude of e(x )dx . In other words, one
wouM have to have a large excess of the more mobile
carriers (in this case the negative ones) to strongly alter
the field conditions where the reversal is possible. This
will occur only under very special situations.

There exists another type of bulk polarization which
can be produced by the application of ac fields in the
absence of concomitant radiation. " The sample is
initially excited in the absence of a field so that its
electron traps are filled to a certain extent, but the
sample conductivity is low. Thereafter, the application

"F.Chernow, Ph. D. thesis, New York University (to be pub-
lished).
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In the inorganic ZnCdS phosphors, the positive
charges have the smaller apparent mobility and are
more readily trapped so that charge reversals occur
with E+E.—~@experiments rather than I E+ as for
anthracene. The region of maximum sample ex-
citation must be at the positive electrode during
polarization in order to draw out the more mobile
negative charges. Table V bears out this point. Figure
17 compares the respective ultraviolet releases E+ and
R for I'+ polarizing with blue light. Here the 8
TABLE V. Dependence of reversals in ZnCdS on polarizing polarity
and excitation.

Polarizing condition
R (uv') maximum reversal

(coul/cm')

of less mobile charges considerably, in order to make
the reverse discharges disappear even for short polariz-
ing periods. In the case cited above apparently some
negative charges have been removed from the sample
but only very little positive because of the high re-
sistance at the negative electrode.

In this way the examination of polarization can
provide some rather detailed information about the
resistance near the various electrodes.

4. Bulk PeIarization Experiments:
ZnCd. S Materials

Fle. 18. Variation in total polarization and reversal maximum
as a function of the polarizing time in ZnCdS.

release results in a reversal. As in the case of anthracene
the competition of currents in d3 and d~ ultimately
swings the reverse release into the normal direction. The
E+ release always yields a normal discharge indicating
that the negative charges producing the discharge of
polarlzatloll do not move acloss the dy 1eglon ap-
preciably, but across d2 as in barrier polarization release.

Figure 18 compares the buildup in total polariza, tion
and maximum charge reversal as a function of the
polarizing time. As in Fig. 16, total polarization is

abvays measured by an R+ release (as opposed to E
releases in anthracene). This figure shows that. the
maximum reverse charge goes through a maximum and
diminishes. The initial increase is associated with the
buiMup in total polarization whereas the decrease is
assumed to come from a slow shifting of the Il'=0
point closer to the negative electrode. The decrease in

reversal as a function of polarizing time is a much slower

process in ZncdS than in anthracene, as seen by com-

paring Fig. 18 with Fig. 12.
ZnCdS and anthracene have different responses to

radiation. Whereas in anthracene, wavelengths greater
than 4000 A are absorbed very little, the range of
noticeable absorption in ZnCdS materials extends con-

siderably beyond the absorption edge. One would

I'+(uv)

P (blue)b

P+(blue}

I' (green)'

E+(green)

P (red')~

E+(red')

~ uv 3200-3900 A.
b Blue 3500-4800 A.
o Green 4600-5900 A.
d Red 6400 A—far infrared.
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I"IG. 19. Variation in the total polarization and reversal piaxi-
Inum as a function of the polarizing wavelength,
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different polarizing wavelengths.

expect that the d3 region and thus the reversal effect
should become smaller as the radiation penetrates
further into the sample from the positive side. The
respective experiments are shown in Fig. 19, however
the maximum reverse discharge does not occur at the
shortest wavelength, but rather with green polarizing
light. Such radiation also brings about the slowest
transition from reverse discharge to normal discharge,
as given in Fig. 20. As expected the reversals decrease
for long wavelengths. The reason that the reverse
releases are not strongest for blue polarizing probably
has its origin in the superposition of two types of
excitation; one that is produced by the external radia-
tion and the other by Quorescent light which is more
uniformly absorbed throughout the sample and which
seems to be predominant for blue polarizing. The ex-
ternal radiation creates a negative layer close to the
positive electrode with'a somewhat larger positive
layer nearby. Since the latter is still close to the
electrode, the field E3' (adjacent to the negative
electrode) will be relatively small. Superimposed on
this is the polarization distribution brought about by
the Quorescent light which, for this phosphor, is in the
yellow to red band of wavelengths. Because of the more
uniform absorption of this light, the d~ region due to

this polarization alone is large with positive charges
moving across the entire sample to the negative
electrode. The charge separation produced by the
external excitation is related to the wavelength as
follows. With blue light, the density of excitation is
very high; consequently, the recombination is high, and
the lifetime of the carriers small. Thus the total separa-
tion is not very large. Kith a longer wavelength, the
smaller recombination rate allows a larger total charge
separation for the same amount of absorbed light.
Thus for blue light the polarization due to the Quore-
scent light may be overpowering and consequently
only small reversals are obtained.

With an increasing wavelength of the excitation, the
polarization brought about by the Quorescent light
becomes less important and thus the amount of reversal
release increases until, with red light polarizing, almost
uniform excitation of the sample is obtained and d3
becomes smaller again, so that in a release there is a
more rapid transition from reverse to normal charge
motion.

Figures 21—23 show the cases of polarization release in
samples prepared with small resistance layers at the
electrodes. These samples are prepared by having the
ZnCdS powder matrix Quid during the application of
both glass electrodes. This results in a rather good con-
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FIG. 23. Reverse releases in a ZnCdS sample having small
surface barriers. The sample is polarized P+ with red light.
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TABLE VI. Change in total polarization (anthracene)
(short polarizing time) .

tact to these electrodes, with correspondingly small
resistance barriers. The figures describe the R releases
with various wavelengths after I'+ polarizings with
these same wavelengths. The general nature of the
release curves can be explained by the assumption that
there is practically no negative charge layer in the
sample, but only a positive sheaf of cha, rges roughly
matching the penetra, tion of the exciting radiation. In
terms of the charge-layer model a,nd the approxima, —

tions used here, this means that a positive layer of
charge is placed at approximately the "half-depth" of
excita, tion. V ith blue light during polarizing, one
observes a reverse release even with red light as dis-
charging radiation, although this releasing radiation
almost uniformly excites the sample. This shows that
the d3 region extends practica, lly throughout the whole

sample, so that the discharge does not transfer into the
normal direction. The sma, ll normal release at the onset
of green release is up to now una, ccounted for. It would

appear that the sample is almost bulk polarized and
the normal discharge is due to a small dominance of the
barrier polarization which quickly diminishes. Kith
green light as the polarizing radiation, the positive
charge layer moves deeper into the sample a,nd the blue
release brings about only reverse discharge, whereas
that by green light displays pra, ctically no reversal
and finally, release by red light gives only a normal
release. These effects are still more pronounced with
red light polarizing. Here, blue light already shows a
strong return to normal release. Thus the d~ region ha, s
shrunk to a small layer near the negative electrode.

These features of bulk polarization ca,n also be
visualized with the help of the resistance layer model

[Eqs. (10)—(12)].An inhomogeneously excited sample

can be considered as being composed of two regions
with different resistivities, the lower resistivity belong-
ing to the region of strongest excitation. The inQuence
of these resistance layers is most pronounced when the
less mobile charges are driven away from the narrow
region of strongest excitation into the high resistant
bulk of the sample, as in a, I'+ polarizing in ZnCdS.
For a I' polarizing, the difference in resistance be-
tween the two layers become less significant because
the majority of the charge motion involves the more
mobile charges. In the case of I'+ polarizing one has two
regions of different resistivities, that of lower resistivity
close to the negative electrode; consequently a positive
cha, rge layer must develop across the common boundary.
This positive charge accumulation across such a
boundary is what is observed in bulk polarization.

If surfa, ce barriers exist at the electrodes then the
charge layer, developed between the two regions of
different resistivity, will not be as easily detected.
Indeed, the inAuence of surface barriers may become
great enough to prevent the detection of any bulk

TABLE VII. Change in total polarization (anthracene)
(long polarizing time) .

q (10 ~ coul) Q~ (10 8 coul) Q3 (10 8 coul)

12

12

—0.3
—0.4
—0.5

9.5
7.5

6.8

polarization effects even though they are present. This
is then the case of barrier polarization. The transition
has been verified when lifting electrodes are applied so
that particularly high resistive layers were created at
the electrodes.

A comparison of the dark decay in the d& region with
that in the d& region shows that the d3 region is also
one of high resistivity. This is proven by the relative
insensitivity of the reversal maximum to decay time
as shown in Fig. 24, indicating that E3 diminishes more
slowly than E2'. This may mean that the normal decay
of polarization consists of a certain component of decay
of the negative layer through the d& region; otherwise,
a decay restricted to the d2 region would diminish the
fieM in d~ as well. But these results could also be
interpreted. to mean that the position where the field
changes its sign has moved. This could occur, for
example, if the negative la,yer has become more con-
centra, ted towards the positive electrode.

Q i10 ' coul}

0.32

0.32

0.32

q& (10 ' coul)

—0.04

--0.08

—0.14

Q, (10 8 coul)

0.26

0.20

S. Charge Excess in Bulk Po1arization

The problem of charge neutra, lity in a polarized
sample has been frequently discussed throughout this
paper. Here it. is shown tha, t bulk polarized samples
definitely display an excess of the less mobile charges.
One can determine: in the following way whether the
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toi, a3 chi, rge is zero. For charge neutrality the total
polarization should be t.he same, no matter through
which electrode the polarization is discharged. This is
because the depolarization must occur either by neu-
tralization of the two charge layers across d2 or by
transporting the total charge across one of the elec-
trodes. In both cases, the total released charge must be
the same. Only if the charge of one sign is transported
across d& and the other charge is transported across
d3 would the total release be different. If one charge
layer is larger than the other, the amount of discharge
depends upon the side through which the discharge is
performed. For instance, when one has only one layer,
say, of positive charges, then t.he amount of discharge
will be larger if the discharge is performed through
the electrode farthest from the charge layer. If the
charge layer is centrally located, the amount of charge
release depends upon whether radiation is used which is
strongly absorbed or uniformly absorbed across the
whole sample. In the latter case, the total discharge is
zero since equal currents Row in both halves of the
sample. Another way to check the neutrality is to dis-
charge first through one side, removing a portion of the
polarization, and then to discharge the remainder
through the other side of the sample. One then sees if
the total amount of charge that is released in this
latter case is the same as for a unidirectional release.

The following observations concern anthracene
samples. The sample is polarized P which produces
bulk polarization. It is then fast released by E . This
release neutralizes the positive charge layer near the
electrode and thereafter the negative charges which are
distributed over the whole sample. The total discharge
obtained this way is designated Q, . After repolarizing,
the polarization is released by R+ which is slow and
produces reversals. Thereafter, without repolarizing,
the sample is released again by E. until the polarization
is completely removed. The amount of polarization
removed by R+ is designated Q2 while that by the
succeeding R is Q3. The results of this experiment are

TABLE VIII. Change in total polarization (ZnCdS).

P+ (blue) P+ (green) P+ (red)
coul/cm~ coul/cm2 coul/cm'

1. Total polarization at 1.90X10 ' 1.57X10
time of maximum
reverse release (no

preceding release)

2. Actual total polariza- 1.49X10 ' 1.14X10 '
tion at this time
after E (uv) re-
lease

1 47X10—s

1.21X10
—s

3. Change in total po- 0.41X10 0.43X10 0.26X10 s

larization by
E. (uv) release

4. Maximum reversal 0.15X10 9 0.58X10 0.20X10 '

TABj.z IX. Polarization in single anthracene crystals.

Polarizing method Release method Polarization

P+ (3600 A)

P (3600 A)

P (3600 A)

(3600 A)

R (3600 A)

R+ (3600 A)

3.2X10 "coul/cm'

3.4X lo "coul/cm'

3.2X10 "coul/cm'
(reverse discharge)

given in Table VI for short polarizing times and in
Table VII for long polarizing times.

For a neutral sample, one. would expect

since practically no charge is released through d& during
the R release. The tables clearly show that

I Q I+
I Q2 I

is in all cases much smaller than
I Qq I. Thus these

samples are far from neutral, particularly for short
polarizing times. For these short polarizing times, one
finds that the following relation approximately holds,

I Q- I

=
I Q2 I+I Q3 I. (39)

This suggests that almost all of the charge in the
sample is negative, in agreement with Fig. 14, where for
short polarizing times the discharge does not go over
into the normal direction. For longer polarizing times,
the return of E+ to normal release has been noted.
This result is probably due to the fact that some
positive charges have accumulated near the negative
electrode.

Analogous results are obtained with ZnCdS samples,
as shown in Table VIII. Here the phosphor is polarized
I'+ using blue, green, and red light respectively. For
each polarization, an R (UV) release is performed up
to a certain time and therefore an R+ (visible) total
release is made. These releases are compared to a total
release made without the reverse release. One sees again
a lack of sample neutrality. Here the difference between
the total polarization measured by E+ and that ob-
tained by E and subsequent E+ is not as large as in
anthracene meaning that the deviation from neutrality
is not as great in ZnCdS samples as in anthracene.

E. POLARIZATION IN SINGLE CRYSTALS

1. General Remarks

In the previous sections it has been shown that
barrier layers adjacent to the electrodes are most
important for bringing about strong polarizations. All
the effects and experiments described were carried out
on powdered or multiple-crystalline materials, where
barrier layers at the electrodes are most naturally
formed. Indeed special care has to be taken to reduce
them, at least to a certain degree. The outstanding
feature was that after removal of the excitation and the
external field large electric fields exist at both electrodes
but do not bring about an injection of electrons or
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FIG. 25. Decay of. polarization in a cadmium su16de crystal svith
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positive holes into the photoconductive material.
This was true even for held strengths greater than
100000 v/cm and can only mean that very large
barriers exist which allow the passage of charge, only if
large numbers of free charges are available. The situa-
tion with single crystals is quite different. Even with no
special care, crystal contacts are so superior to those
on powder materials that large fields cannot develop
at the electrodes. Consequently the polarizations may
be rather small under certain polarizing conditions,
even though the contacts may be non-ohmic. Since
anthracence single crystals and CdS crystals have
diAerent behaviors, each is treated separately.

2. Polarization in Single Anthrat:ene Crystals

Measurements of persistent polarization were made
with single anthracene crystals of a thickness of about
10 p and an area of —,', cm'."The electrodes were water
solutions which provided an excellent contact between
the solution and the crystal. The measurements were
performed with the apparatus described in Sec. 8 and
the persistent polarization was determined with the
radiation release method. The results, given in Table
IX, show that the polarization is much smaller than
with the multicrystalline material.

In the case of slow polarizing I' and slow release R+,
a noticeable increase in polarization was found due
to negative charges trapped in the bulk of the crystal
with their center, however, closer to the negative elec-
trode through which the crystal was excited during
polarizing. This is indicated by the observation thatI R displayed a reverse discharge, i.e., a discharge
in the d3 region of Fig. 1, and that P R was con-
siderably smaller than I' R+.

The most interesting result is that negative charges
are trapped in the bulk of the anthracene crystal and
there are practically no positive charges. This is im-
portant in view of recent findings"" that the so-called
photoconductivity of organic materials is not as much
due to free charge carriers created in the bulk of the
crystal, but rather to hole injection from the electrode.
Prom these photoconductive measurements alone one

Ter,E X. Polarization effects in CdS crystals.

Polarizing and release
conditions

Polarization
(coul/cm')

P (uv, 150 v}; R+ (vis}

P (ir, 150 v); R+ (vis)

P+ (uv, 150 v}; R+ (vis)

P+ (ir, 150 v); R+ (vis}

10—10

10—10

2.2X10 s

1.8X10 '

could Dot say whether negative (:Ilarges are producef3
at aH, since the measurements showed that a con-
siderable portion of the so-called negative current was
due to a hole emission at the opposite electrode. These
PIP results show quite clearly that negative charges
are also produced in such single crystals. From these
measurements one cannot decide whether the negative
charges formed in the crystal are also produced by
injection from the negative electrode or are created by
the radiation inside the crystal itself. But recent
polarization observations of Moore and Silver" indicate
that both processes occur. These observations with
anthracene crystals show how important polarization
measurements can be for classifying the processes going
on in the organic materials.

Finally some remarks are necessary on the smallness
of polarization found in anthracene crystals. That
almost no polarization is observed with a I'+ polarizing
is certainly due to the fact that in such single crystals
very little positive charges are trapped. Since barriers
are not present all the positive charges injected into
the crystal move very rapidly out of the crystal.

For the negative charges the situation is somewhat
difterent. First the polarization obtained with I' R+ is
not so much smaller than the reverse releases I' R+
observed with multiple crystalline layers. Secondly
one must consider that in such thin crystals positive
hole emission may also occur in the dark if the field
strength is large enough. Therefore persistent polariza-
tion in such thin crystal can only develop when the
injection of holes is extremely small, otherwise the
polarization would disappear. This hole emission may
be a limiting fa,ctor for persistent polarization in such
thin crystals.

3. Polarization in Single Crystals of CdS

Experiments carried out with single crystals of CdS
have confirmed the ideas put forward in the introduc-
tion of this section. Two different arrangements were
employed. First, experiments were carried out with
thin CdS crystals with gold plated electrodes which
supplied good contacts to the crystals. "It was difficult
to detect any persistent polarization at all with these
crystals. Only when these crystals were subjected to

' H. Kallmann and M. Pope, Rev. Sci. Instr. 29, 993 (1958).
"H. Kallmann and M. Pope, J. Chem. Phys. 32, 300 (1960).

H. Kallmann and M. Pope, Nature 186, 31 (1960).

2' J. Kostelec, "Persistent Internal Polarization in Single Cad-
mium Sulphide Crystals, " Master's thesis, New York University
(1957).
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infrared irradiation during polarizing was some per-
sistent polarization obtained which exceeded the weak
dark polarization. The polarization release always
occurred in the d2 region, and the resultant polarization
was considerably weaker than that obtained with
powder layers. A decay curve is reproduced in Fig. 25.

These experiments indicate that under most polariz-
ing conditions all charges are easily swept out of the
crystal, probably by electron injection and ejection at
the electrodes. That infrared irradiation brought about
some polarization may be due to the strong direct
activator excitation produced by such radiation. In
this way positively charged activators are produced
which are not at once neutralized by the external supply
of electrons.

To extend these single crystal investigations, a
different type of arrangement was utilized in which
artificial barriers were introduced at one electrode.
Crystals were used without gold coated electrodes; one
side was covered with a thin insulating Mylar sheet
with a conducting layer on the face away from the
crystal. Its other side was supplied with a normal
electrode with reasonably good contact. With this
arrangement the results are quite different than with
the crystals which had evaporated electrodes on both
sides. The crystals were illuminated during polarizing
with UV or IR irradiation through the insulating layer
and it was found that both types of radiation yielded
practically the same degree of polarization. The results
are given in Table X.

When the insulated side is negative practically no
polarization of any persistence is observed just as in the
case of the crystals with evaporated electrodes. How-
ever when the insulated side is positive, strong polariza-
tion is observed, sometimes even stronger than with the
powdered materials, and the polarization is of relatively
long persistence. Figure 26 gives a decay curve of the
P+ (insulating side) polarization obta, ined in this way.

The explanation is quite obvious. With the insulating
side negative, electrons are driven out of the crystal
through the noninsulated electrode. The crystal re-
mains filled with positive trapped charges as long as the
external field is applied. When it is removed an internal
Beld immediately develops which draws electrons from
the non-insulated electrodes into the interior which
recombine with positive holes. This goes on until only a
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rIG. 26. Decay of polarization in a cadmium sul6de crystal xvith
an insulating layer.

small number of positive holes are left in the interior
and as a consequence only a small polarization persists.

However if the insulating side is charged negatively,
electrons are accumulated in the insulating layer and
trapped. In addition, the positive charges probably
attract electrons from the noninsulating electrode and
the crystal may acquire a net negative charge as long
as the external field is applied. Some of these charges
will be localized in traps. The moment that the ex-
ternal field is removed an internal field appears which
tries to eject electrons through the noninsulating elec-
trode, but since a large number of the electrons are
trapped, they cannot be expelled from the sample and
remain trapped in the crystal with a persistence, in
some cases, of more than one day. The difference be-
tween this and the case of the noninsulated crystal is
apparently twofold. ~Because of the rather homogeneous
resistivity through the crystal, no appreciable charge
accumulation occurs in the noninsulated crystal and any
small amount which may develop is rapidly cancelled
out by electron injection from one of the electrodes. The
latter is also the case for the insulated crystal with the
insulated layer negative. Here electron injection can
occur after removal of the external fieM and conse-
quently the polarization charge is very rapidly neu-
tralized. This is experimentally observed.

These experiments with single crystals, although
only in their first stage of investigation, again show
the importance of barrier layers for bringing about
polarization e6ects.


